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Abstract—A family of rate-compatible (RC) punctured lowdensity parity-check convolutional codes (LDPC-CCs) is derived
from an LDPC-CC by periodically puncturing encoded bits
(variable nodes) with respect to several criteria: (1) ensuring the
recoverability of punctured variable nodes, (2) minimizing the
number of completely punctured cycle trapping sets (CPCTSs),
and (3) minimizing the number of punctured variable nodes
involved in short cycles. As an example, a family of RC punctured
LDPC-CCs with rates 4/9, 4/8, 4/7, 4/6, and 4/5 are obtained
from the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To adapt to the changing conditions of time-varying channels, rate-compatible (RC) channel codes, a form of variable
rate coding, allow transceivers to employ the same encoder/decoder pair. As competitors to RC turbo codes, RC low-density
parity-check block codes (LDPC-BCs) have recently been
investigated using code modifying techniques such as nulling,
extending, and puncturing [1]-[4].
By nulling information bits and puncturing parity check
bits, Tian et al. [1] obtained RC LDPC-BCs with the same
degree distribution as the original code. A combination of
puncturing and extending was used in [2] and [3] to overcome
the degradation in decoding performance caused when a large
number of bits are punctured in order to obtain high rate
LDPC-BCs. Ha et al. [4] then proposed a puncturing scheme to
obtain RC LDPC-BCs based on puncturing nodes that require
fewer decoding iterations to be recovered, referred to as the
recoverability of punctured variable nodes criterion in this
paper.
As counterparts to RC block codes, RC punctured convolutional codes were first introduced in [5] by periodically puncturing encoded bits chosen with respect to the distance spectra
of the codes. Costello et al. [6] have shown that practical
LDPC convolutional codes (LDPC-CCs) can be implemented
without an increase in computational complexity compared to
corresponding LDPC-BCs; therefore, extending the concept
of conventional RC convolutional codes to RC punctured
LDPC-CCs is of practical interest. A method to estimate
the distance spectrum of LDPC-CCs has been proposed in
[7]. However, due to the high order of the syndrome former
memory of practically interesting LDPC-CCs, it is infeasible
to precisely compute the distance spectra of punctured LDPCCCs. Moreover, when using (sub-optimal) iterative decoding
techniques, there are many other important code characteristics
that affect decoding performance, such as short cycles in the
Tanner graph and trapping sets [8].
Recently, Skoglund et al. [9] constructed a family of RC
LDPC-CCs for Type-II HARQ systems by successively adding
check nodes to the graph of a high-rate mother code to obtain
lower rate codes. By contrast, in this paper we propose a
method of obtaining a family of RC punctured LDPC-CCs
by periodically puncturing encoded bits with respect to the
This work was partly supported by NSF Grants CCF-0830650 and CCF1161754.

following criteria: (1) ensuring the recoverability of punctured
variable nodes, (2) minimizing the number of completely punctured cycle trapping sets (CPCTSs), and (3) minimizing the
number of punctured variable nodes involved in short cycles,
and then analyzing several properties of the resulting codes.
One of the advantages of this method compared to designing
a puncturing scheme based on the distance spectrum is that
these properties can be precisely and efficiently calculated. As
proposed in [5], compatible rates are realized by incrementally
modifying the puncturing pattern ai of the previous lower rate
punctured code. As an example, a family of RC punctured
LDPC-CCs with rates 4/9, 4/8, 4/7, 4/6, and 4/5 are obtained
from the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC [10].
II. LDPC CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
A rate R = b/c LDPC-CC [11] can be described as
the set of binary sequences v = (v0 ,v1 ,. . . ,vt ,. . .), vt =
(1) (2)
(c)
(vt ,vt ,. . .,vt ), satisfying v · HT = 0, where
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and blank spaces correspond to zeros. The transposed parity check matrix HT , called the syndrome former matrix,
is made up of a set of binary submatrices HTi (t), t∈Z∗ ,
i = 0, 1, . . . , ms , each of size c×q, q ! c − b. The value
ms is called the syndrome former memory. If, beginning with
the block of q columns at time t = ms , HT contains exactly
J ones in each row and K ones in each column, then the
code is called an (ms , J, K)-regular LDPC-CC. In the Tanner
(j)
graph representation of HT , a variable node, denoted as vt ,
j = 1, 2, . . . , c, corresponds to row tc+j of (1), while a check
(k)
node, denoted as ct , k = 1, 2, . . . , q, corresponds to column
tq + k of (1). In this paper, we focus on time-invariant LDPCCCs. Here, the binary submatrices in HT are constant on each
diagonal, i.e., HTi (t) = HTi , ∀i, t.
Given the time-domain syndrome former matrix HT of a
time-invariant LDPC-CC in (1) with rate R = b/c and syndrome former memory ms , the polynomial-domain
'ms T syndrome
former matrix is given by HT (D) = n=0
Hn · Dn , where
the codeword polynomial V(D) satisfies V(D)HT (D) = 0(D),
(j)
V(D) = [v(0) (D), v(1) (D), . . . , v(c−1) (D)], v(j) (D) = v0 +
(j)
(j) t
v1 D +· · ·+vt D +· · · . Details of the relationship between
HT and HT (D) are described in [12].
III. C YCLE ENUMERATORS AND CYCLE TRAPPING SETS
In this section, we introduce cycle enumerators and socalled cycle trapping sets for LDPC-CCs and review the con-
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Fig. 1: A cycle r8 (t) in the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC.

Fig. 2: The (4,4) cycle trapping set derived from r8 (t) in Fig. 1.

cept of recoverability of punctured variable nodes presented in
[4]. These three properties form the basis of the design criteria
used to obtain the RC punctured LDPC-CCs introduced in
Section IV.

B. Cycle trapping sets of LDPC-CCs
Definition 3. A (d, f ) trapping set τd,f of a Tanner graph is a
set of variable nodes of size d which induces a subgraph with
exactly f odd-degree check nodes (and an arbitrary number
of even-degree check nodes).2

A. Cycle enumerators of LDPC-CCs
Definition 1. A cycle in the Tanner graph of an LDPC-CC
is defined as a finite alternating sequence of nodes (variable
nodes or check nodes) connected by edges, beginning and
ending with the same node, such that no node appears more
than once. The length of the shortest cycle is called the girth
of an LDPC-CC and is denoted by g.
A cycle rw (t) of length w, associated with time t, is denoted
by
(j )

(j

(k )

)

(k

)

w/2
w/2
1
rw (t) = {vt11+t , ct2 +t
, . . . , vtw−1
+t , ctw +t },

(2)

where ji ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c}, ki ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, i = 1, 2 . . . , w/2,
w ∈ {4, 6, 8, . . .}, ts ∈ Z∗ , s = 1, 2, . . . , w, and t ∈ Z, such
that ts + t ∈ Z∗ , ∀s. The cycle rw (t) contains w/2 vari(jw/2 )
(j1 )
(j2 )
able nodes {vt+t
, vt+t
, . . . , vt+t
} and w/2 check nodes
1
3
w−1
(kw/2 )
(k1 )
(k2 )
{ct+t2 , ct+t4 , . . . , ct+tw }. Since the time-domain syndrome
former matrix is semi-infinite, an LDPC-CC has an infinite
number of cycles. However, due to the periodically repeating
identical structure of the Tanner graph, given a particular cycle
rw (t), the set of periodically shifted cycles {rw (t)} can be
considered as one type.

Definition 4. If the d variable nodes involved in a cycle of
length w = 2d induce a subgraph with f > 0 odd-degree
check nodes, then the (w/2, f ) trapping set defined by the
subgraph is called a (w/2, f ) cycle trapping set.
Trapping sets derived from short cycles, or the union of
short cycles, have been shown to be the most dominant ones
in terms of decoding performance in the high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) region on the binary symmetric channel [14].
Consider the cycle r8 (t) shown in Fig. 1 as an example. By
attaching the remaining neighboring check nodes in the original graph to each of the variable nodes, we obtain an induced
subgraph (shown in Fig. 2) that defines a (4, 4) cycle trapping
(2)
(3)
(3)
set. The degree-one check node set {c(2)
t+1 , ct+12 , ct+8 , ct+12 }
corresponds to the f = 4 odd-degree check nodes in the
(1)
(2)
(1)
trapping set and the set {c(3)
t+19 , ct+8 , ct+5 , ct+1 } are the w/2 =
d = 4 even-degree check nodes. Thus each cycle in the
Tanner graph corresponds to a unique cycle trapping set.
Consequently, there are 11, 62, and 351 cycle trapping sets
in the code defined by (3), containing exactly 4, 5, and 6
variable nodes, respectively.
C. m-step-recoverable (m-SR) punctured nodes
(j)

the first three non-zero cycle enumerators are given by
R8 = 11, R10 = 62, and R12 = 351, i.e., the number
of types of cycles of length 8, 10, and 12 are 11, 62, and
351, respectively. Consequently, the girth of this code is 8.
One of the 11 cycles in R8 is shown in Fig. 1. The cycle
(2) (1)
(1)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(4)
(2)
r8 (t) = {vt , ct+1 , vt+1 , ct+19 , vt+7 , ct+8 , vt+1 , ct+5 }, t ∈ Z∗ ,
(2) (1)
(4)
(2)
consists of a set of variable nodes {vt , vt+1 , vt+1 , vt+7 } and
(1)
(2)
(1)
(3)
a set of check nodes {ct+1 , ct+5 , ct+8 , ct+19 }. In the remainder
of the paper, we simply refer to Rw as the number of cycles of
length w rather than the number of types of cycles of length
w.

We define N (vt ) as the neighboring check node set of
(j)
(j)
(k)
the variable node vt , and N (vt ) \ ct" as the neighboring
(k)
check node set excluding check node ct" , respectively. Similar
(k)
(k)
(j)
definitions apply to N (ct ) and N (ct ) \ vt" .
(j)
A punctured variable node vt recovered in the mth iteration by the iterative decoding algorithm is called an m(j)
step-recoverable (m-SR) node [4] if vt has at least one
(k)
(j)
neighboring check node ct" in N (vt ) such that the set
(k)
(j)
N (ct" ) \ vt contains at least one (m-1)-SR node and the
others are n-SR nodes, where 0 ≤ n ≤ m−1 (an unpunctured
variable node is defined as a 0-SR node). If the punctured
variable node cannot be recovered in a finite number of steps,
it is called unrecoverable and is described as an ∞-SR node.
This represents a punctured variable node whose recovery tree
(k)
(j)
has no reliable check nodes. A check node ct" in N (vt ) is
(j)
called reliable with respect to vt if all the variable nodes in
(k)
(j)
N (ct" ) \ vt are unpunctured nodes. Otherwise, it is called
an unreliable check node. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of
the recovery tree of a punctured 2-SR variable node. It has
two unreliable check nodes, and each of them is connected
to one 1-SR variable node. The squares filled with u and r
are unreliable and reliable check nodes, respectively. Filled
circles are punctured variable nodes, while the unfilled ones
are unpunctured variable nodes. Further details of the recovery
tree and m-SR nodes can be found in [4].

1 Note that the common factors of D have been removed from the code in
[10] for simplicity.

2 We define a trapping set as a topology of the bipartite graph, i.e., it does
not depend on a particular decoder (see [8]).

Definition 2. The cycle enumerator for an LDPC-CC is
denoted as Rw , where Rw indicates the number of types of
cycles of length w, i.e., periodically shifted cycles are only
counted once.
To obtain the cycle enumerators of an LDPC-CC, we use
the cycle counting method introduced in [13]. For example,
applying this method to the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC with
polynomial syndrome former matrix1
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Fig. 3: The recovery tree of a 2-SR punctured variable node.

IV. RC P UNCTURED LDPC-CC S
In this section, we present a method to construct RC punctured LDPC-CCs by analyzing several properties of punctured
LDPC-CCs. The advantage of this method over a distance
spectrum based technique is that all these properties can be
precisely and efficiently calculated.
A. Puncturing patterns of LDPC-CCs
Given a polynomial-domain syndrome former matrix of size
c × q, a puncturing pattern with period P is defined by the
P × c matrix
 a
0,0
 a1,0
a =  ..
.

aP −1,0

a0,1
a1,1
..
.

aP −1,1

···
···
..
.
···

a0,c−1 
a1,c−1

..
,
.

(4)

aP −1,c−1

where ax,y ∈ {0, 1}, x = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1, y = 0, 1, . . . , c − 1.3
Each row of the puncturing pattern corresponds to the c
encoded bits (variable nodes) at one time unit. The ones
and zeros in (4) imply puncturing and transmission of the
associated bits, respectively. If l is the total number of ones in
the puncturing pattern, the resulting punctured code has rate
R# = (P × b)/(P × c − l), where b = c − q, l ≤ P × q, and
R# < 1.
B. Criteria used to design RC punctured LDPC-CCs
We now introduce the design criteria used to obtain RC
punctured LDPC-CCs from a “mother code” (original unpunctured code). The compatible rates are obtained by a set of
nested puncturing patterns, i.e., a higher rate punctured code
is obtained from the previous lower rate code by including an
extra punctured entry in the puncturing pattern of the previous
code. This results in a RC family of codes derived from the
same mother code.
Given a total number of punctured
' ( entries l in a and
a puncturing period P , there are Plc possible puncturing
patterns that result in the same punctured code rate. However,
their decoding performance varies. The best puncturing pattern
will be chosen based on the following three criteria.
1) Ensuring the recoverability of punctured variable nodes:
A puncturing pattern ai that generates unrecoverable punctured
variable nodes, i.e., ∞-SR nodes, results in poor decoding
performance, since ∞-SR nodes are unable to offer reliable
information to help recover other punctured nodes or to
help correct unpunctured nodes received in error. We will
demonstrate the dramatic degradation in decoding performance
caused by ∞-SR nodes in Section V.
In addition to the extreme case of an ∞-SR node, we also
wish to avoid m-SR nodes with large m. The recoverability of
an m-SR node is determined by the value of m. The smaller
the value of m, the easier it is to recover a punctured variable
node.
ai
Definition
( ai 5.ai We defineai the
) element Cm in the vector
ai
Ec = C1 C2 · · · CNc , where 1 ≤ m ≤ Nc and
3 In the remainder of the paper, the puncturing pattern in (4) is presented
as a vector with rows separated by “;”.

, Nc"

,- a
ai
Nc" ,,
Cmi + C∞
= l, Nc" ∈ Z+ .
 ,

m=1


(5)

ai
Note that sum of the elements in Eaci and C∞
equals l.
A puncturing pattern ai1 is said to be superior to puncturing
pattern ai2 with respect to the recoverability of punctured
variable nodes if there exists an M ∈ Z∗ such that

1

ai

ai

Cm1 = Cm2 ,
ai
ai
Cm1 > Cm2 ,

1≤m≤M −1
.
m=M

(6)

In other words, puncturing pattern ai1 is superior to pattern
ai2 if the enumerator vector of ai1 is more weighted toward
smaller values of m than that of ai2 .
2) Minimize the number of CPCTSs: If all of the variable
nodes in a cycle trapping set are punctured, then, because
of the uncertainty of the nodes and the limited connectivity
available to obtain helpful information from nodes outside the
set, the probability that the associated symbols are decoded
correctly decreases.
Definition 6. Given a puncturing pattern ai , if a cycle rw (t)
has all of its w/2 variable nodes punctured, it corresponds
ai
to a CPCTS τw/2,f , f ∈ Z∗ . We define the element Tw/2
in
( ai
)
ai
ai
ai
the vector Eτ = Tg/2 T(g+2)/2 · · · TNτ /2 , where w =
g, g+2, g+4, . . . , Nτ and g/2, Nτ /2 ∈ Z+ , as the enumerator
of the number of CPCTSs τw/2,f , ∀f , corresponding to the
puncturing pattern ai .
The number of CPCTSs associated with a particular puncturing pattern is obtained by checking each cycle rw (t) to
see if it has all its variable nodes punctured. In Algorithm 1,
the sum of the elements of Eaτi is used to compare different
puncturing patterns.
3) Minimize the number of punctured variable nodes involved in short cycles: Short cycles in LDPC-CCs are known
to prevent the suboptimal iterative sum-product decoding algorithm from converging [15]. Intuitively, puncturing variable
nodes in short cycles makes the situation even worse, since
unreliable information is passed around a short loop. Consequently, we seek puncturing patterns that have few punctured
nodes involved in short cycles.
ai
Definition
7. We define the) element Bw
in the vector
(
ai
ai
· · · BN
Eabi = Bgai Bg+2
,
where
w
= g, g + 2, g +
b
4, . . . , Nb and g, Nb ∈ Z+ , as the enumerator of the total
number of punctured variable nodes involved in all cycles of
length w for the puncturing pattern ai .

Given a cycle rw (t) and a puncturing pattern ai with
ai
period P , Bw
is obtained by calculating the number of
punctured variable nodes in each of the cycles in the set
{rw (t), rw (t + 1), . . . , rw (t + P − 1)}. For example, consider the cycle r8 (t) in Fig. 1. Given the puncturing pattern
a0 = [10000; 00010] with P = 2, the set of punctured
(1)
(4)
variable nodes is {vt+nP , vt+1+nP |n = 0, 1}. Therefore,
(2) (1)
(2)
(4)
in the sets of variable nodes {vt , vt+1 , vt+7 , vt+1 } and
(2)
(1)
(2)
(4)
{vt+1 , vt+2 , vt+8 , vt+2 } belonging to cycles r8 (t) and r8 (t +
(4)
(1)
1), variable nodes vt+1 and vt+2 are punctured when n = 0
and n = 1, respectively. Applying this concept to the 11 cycles
a

a

4 The enumerator vector E i does not include the enumerator C i of
c
∞
unrecoverable punctured variable nodes.

Algorithm 1 Search for RC punctured LDPC-CCs
Initialization: Set the value of the desired puncturing period P and the
number of punctured entries l such that R" = (P × b)/(P × c − l). If
a puncturing pattern a with k < l non-zero entries has been selected
at a previous stage, form AlP = {ai }, where AlP is the set of all
non-equivalent puncturing patterns ai that can be obtained from a by
including l − k additional punctured entries.5 If no previous pattern
has been selected, set a = 0 and generate AlP as described above.
Set the parameters for the girth g and the maximum cycle lengths
Nτ and Nb that will be used to calculate enumerator vectors Eaτi and
Eabi , respectively. For each puncturing pattern ai ∈ AlP , calculate
ai
the enumerators C∞
, Eaci , Eaτi , and Eabi and store them. Initialize
Aj = ∅, where j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
• Step 1: Ensure the recoverability of punctured variable nodes.
– Step 1.1: Choose the puncturing patterns with the fewest ∞ai
SR nodes. Calculate C̄∞ = min{C∞
|ai ∈ AlP }. For each
ai
puncturing pattern ai ∈ Alp , if C∞
= C̄∞ , A1 ← A1 ∪ ai .
– Step 1.2: Choose puncturing patterns with the best recoverability of punctured variable nodes. Based on Eaci , if a pattern
ai ∈ A1 is superior to (ref. (6)) or has the same recoverability
as any other patterns in A1 \ ai , A2 ← A2 ∪ ai .
• Step 2
2: Minimize the number of CPCTSs. Calculate τ̄ =
ai
min{ w Tw/2
|ai ∈ A1 }, where w = g, g + 2, . . . , Nτ .
2
ai
For each puncturing pattern ai ∈ A2 , if
w Tw/2 > τ̄ ,
A1 ← A1 \ ai ; else, A3 ← A3 ∪ ai . If A3 = ∅, go to Step
1.2; else, go to Step 3.
• Step 3: Minimize the number of punctured 2
variable nodes inai
volved in short cycles. Calculate B̄ = min{ w Bw
|ai ∈ A3 },
where w = 2
g, g + 2, . . . , Nb . For each puncturing pattern
ai
ai ∈ A3 , if
w Bw = B̄, A4 ← A4 ∪ ai . If |A4 | = 1,
select this pattern; otherwise, if |A4 | > 1, randomly choose a
puncturing pattern in A4 .

Steps 1 and 3 have a strong effect on decoding performance
in the waterfall region, while Step 2 prevents the existence
of a high error floor. Regarding Steps 1.2 and 3, for low
rate punctured codes, even though Step 1.2 is more critical,
the selection of puncturing patterns is typically dominated by
Step 3, since there is often no difference in Eac i among the
various puncturing patterns in A1 . As the punctured code rate
increases, the choice of the best puncturing pattern in AlP
relies more heavily on Step 1.2, since the enumerator vectors
Eaci begin to show more variation in this case.
The complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the computation involved in determining the variable nodes that participate in each of the short cycles. This computation only needs
to be done once, however, for the mother code, since the list of
variable nodes involved in each cycle is stored. Subsequently,
ai
for each puncturing pattern, the enumerators C∞
, Eaci , Eaτi ,
ai
and Eb can be efficiently processed and compared, even for
5 Row permutations of a puncturing pattern a are considered to be equivalent. For example, the puncturing pattern [10000; 00000] is equivalent to
[00000; 10000].
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C. Designing RC punctured LDPC-CCs
Based on the three criteria introduced in Section IV-B, we
propose to search for puncturing patterns ai with no ∞-SR
nodes and the smallest possible entries for the enumerators
Eaci , Eaτi , and Eabi . Given a mother LDPC-CC of rate R =
b/c, a search procedure to obtain a rate R# = (P × b)/(P ×
c − l) punctured LDPC-CC based on these three criteria is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 4: BER of punctured LDPC-CCs of (3) with rates R" =4/9 and 4/8.

large puncturing period P . For example, it took approximately
half a minute to obtain the list of variable nodes involved in
the cycles of length 8, 10, and 12 for the (21, 3, 5) Tanner
LDPC-CC using a computer with a 2 GHz Processor and 2
GB of memory.
V. RC

LDPC-CC S DERIVED FROM THE
(21, 3, 5) TANNER LDPC-CC
In this section, the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC is chosen
as the mother code to illustrate the process of obtaining
RC punctured LDPC-CCs. The polynomial syndrome former
matrix is given by (3) and the code has rate R = 2/5, or
equivalently R = 4/10. We set the puncturing period P = 2
and denote the puncturing pattern of the unpunctured code by
[00000; 00000]. Then we can obtain a RC family of LDPCCCs with rates 4/9, 4/8, 4/7, 4/6, and 4/5 by incrementally
including an extra punctured entry in the puncturing pattern
of the previous lower rate code, i.e., by changing one element
in the previous puncturing pattern from “0” to “1”. For this
example, only the cycles of length 8, 10, and 12 were used to
calculate elements in Eabi and Eaτi , i.e., we set Nb = Nτ = 12
and g = 8 in Algorithm 1.
PUNCTURED

A. Rate R# = 4/9 punctured codes
We begin by placing l = 1 punctured entry in the
' puncturing
( ' (
pattern [00000; 00000]. Consequently, there are Plc = 10
=
1
10 different possible puncturing patterns; but only 5 are not
equivalent, i.e., A12 = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 }. The enumerators
calculated for A12 are shown in Table I. Following Algorithm
1, we find that all the puncturing patterns contain zero ∞-SR
nodes and one 1-SR node. Thus, all the patterns have the same
recoverability of punctured nodes and are equally good choices
in Step 1. Moreover, none of the patterns contain any CPCTSs
(Step 2). However, according to Step 3, we find that puncturing
pattern a3 (marked by an asterisk in Table I) is superior to the
others, since it has the least number of punctured variable
nodes involved in short cycles.
Simulation curves for the five puncturing patterns of the
R# = 4/9 (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC are given in Fig. 4a.
All the simulations were carried out assuming binary phaseshift keyed (BPSK) modulation on an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel with 50 iterations of the on-demand
variable node activation [16] sum-product pipeline [11] decoding algorithm for LDPC-CCs. The simulation results confirm
the superiority of puncturing pattern a3 compared to the other
patterns.
B. Rate R# = 4/8 punctured codes
Based on the previous rate R# = 4/9 code with puncturing
pattern a3 = [00100; 00000], a punctured code with rate R# =
4/8 is obtained by replacing one “0” in a3 by a “1”. Note that

A12
ai
[10000; 00000]
[01000; 00000]
∗[00100; 00000]
[00010; 00000]
[00001; 00000]

a

Eci

0
0
0
0
0

[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

C∞i

a

a

Eτi
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]

w = 8,10, and 12
!
a
ai
Ebi
w Eb
[!8! 59 412]
479
[10 72 447]
529
[!6! 48 367]
421
[12 71 426]
509
[!8! 60 454]
522

TABLE I: Enumerators for the puncturing patterns of the (21, 3, 5) Tanner
LDPC-CC of rate 4/9 obtained using cycles of length w = 8, 10, and 12.
A22
a
C∞i
i
ai
6 [10100; 00000] 0
7 [01100; 00000] 2
8 [00110; 00000] 0
9 [00101; 00000] 0
10 [00100; 10000] 0
11 [00100; 01000] 0
12 ∗[00100; 00100] 0
13 [00100; 00010] 0
14 [00100; 00001] 0

a

Eci
[2]
[0]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]

a

Eτi
[0 0 0]
[0 0 1]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]
[0 0 0]

w = 8,10, and 12
!
a
ai
Ebi
w Eb
107
779]
[14
900
[16 120 814]
950
[18 119 793]
930
[14 108 821]
943
[14 107 779]
900
[16 120 814]
950
[12 !96! 734]
842
[18 119 793]
930
[14 108 821]
943

TABLE II: Enumerators for the puncturing patterns of the (21, 3, 5) Tanner
LDPC-CC of rate 4/8 obtained using cycles of length w = 8, 10, and 12.

the rate 4/8 code is rate-compatible with the rate 4/9 code.
There are 9 possibilities for A22 as shown in Table II.
Fig. 4b presents the simulation results for the R# = 4/8
punctured codes with puncturing patterns in A22 . Due to the
existence of two ∞-SR nodes, puncturing pattern a7 has
the worst performance, with a visibly inferior BER curve
compared to the others. At Step 1, we find that all the
puncturing patterns in A22 \a7 have the same recoverability
of punctured nodes, i.e., they all have zero ∞-SR nodes and
two 1-SR nodes. In addition, no CPCTSs exist for puncturing
patterns in A22 \a7 . However, at Step 3, we observe that pattern
a12 has the smallest number of punctured nodes involved in
short cycles. We see in Fig. 4b that this pattern also results in
the lowest BER, confirming our choice.
C. RC LDPC-CCs derived from the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPCCC
For each higher rate, we follow the design procedure of
Algorithm 1 to choose the best candidate puncturing pattern.
As in the R# = 4/9 and 4/8 cases, our choice was confirmed
to be the best via code simulations. Fig. 5 shows the simulated
performance of the family of RC punctured codes derived from
the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC. As expected, we observe that
the decoding performance gets worse as the punctured code
rate increases. We also see that, due to the large number of
punctured entries in the puncturing patterns of rate R# = 4/5
codes, ∞-SR nodes are unavoidable. As a result, the BER
curve of the associated codes is significantly worse than the
others. In addition, the chosen R# = 4/5 punctured code
has many CPCTSs, in particular, Eaτi = [10106], resulting in
the existence of a high error floor. To avoid creating ∞-SR
nodes in high rate RC punctured LDPC-CCs, the puncturing
period must be increased. For example, by setting P = 4
and applying Algorithm 1, we obtain a family of RC codes
whose puncturing pattern [10100; 00110; 11101; 00110] for
rate R# = 8/10 is free of ∞-SR nodes, resulting in about
2.1 dB gain at a BER of 10−3 and no discernible error floor
compared to the R# = 4/5 code shown in Fig. 5. Details
of obtaining families of improved RC punctured codes by
extending the puncturing period P will be available in [17].
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Given a mother LDPC-CC and a puncturing period P , a
novel method has been presented to find RC punctured LDPCCCs. The positions of the punctured entries in the puncturing
pattern are determined by several criteria: (1) ensure good
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Fig. 5: RC LDPC-CCs derived from the (21, 3, 5) Tanner code.

recoverability of punctured variable nodes, (2) minimize the
number of CPCTSs in short cycles, and (3) minimize the number of punctured variable nodes involved in short cycles. Crucially, the criteria can be efficiently and precisely computed,
even for practically interesting time-invariant LDPC-CCs with
large syndrome former memories, and we do not require the
computation of code distance spectra. As an example, a family
of RC punctured LDPC-CCs with puncturing period P = 2
and compatible rates 4/9, 4/8, 4/7, 4/6, and 4/5 was obtained
from the (21, 3, 5) Tanner LDPC-CC.
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